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Network Simulator v2 (NS-2)!

  NS-2 is a object oriented, discreet event driven  
network simulator, developed by UC Berkeley, written 
in C++ and OTcl (Tcl script language with Object-
oriented Extensions). It can simulate real network 
structures and characteristics in the network structure. !

  C++ defines the internals of the simulator objects 
where as, the OTcl is responsible for assembling, 
configuring and running the discreet events in the 
simulator environment!

  It simulates actual network protocols such as TCP and 
UPD, traffic source behavior such as FTP, Telnet, Web, 
CBR and VBR, router queue management mechanism 
such as Drop Tail, RED and CBQ, routing algorithms 
such as Dijkstra, and much more.!

  NS-2 also implements multicasting and some of the 
MAC layer protocols for LAN simulations.!

  Once simulations are complete, NS-2 outputs either 
text based or animation based results.!

Denial of Service (DoS)!

  DoS is a complex and fascinating form of computer 
attack that impacts the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of millions of computers worldwide.!

  The sole purpose of launching such an attack is to stop 
the victim computer from serving legitimate requests. !

  Most DoS attacks exploit flaws related to the 
implementation of a TCP/IP model protocol. !

  DoS can be classified in two forms namely !
•  Denial of service by saturation, which involves 
flooding a machine with requests so it can no 
longer respond to actual requests!
•  Denial of service by vulnerability exploitation, 
which involve exploiting a flaw in the remote 
system so as to make it unusable.!

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)!

  DDoS is an extensive form of DoS. In this attack 
multiple compromised hosts in the network attack the 
victim. !

  To amplify the effect and hide real attackers, DDoS 
attacks can be generated in two different ways: !

•  In one, the attacker compromises a number of 
agents and manipulates the agents to send attack 
traffic to the victim.!
•  In other form the attacker uses reflectors. A 
reflector is any host that responds to a packet if it 
receives a packet.!

  ICMP flooding based attack uses ICMP protocol. 
Usually ICMP REQUEST and ECHO REPLY messages 
are used for carrying control information for network 
management.!

  In a typical attack the source address field of a ICMP 
ECHO REQUEST message is set as the victim address. 
Therefore, the ICMP ECHO REPLY message will be sent 
to the victim instead of the real request message sender 
(the attack agent). !

Simulation with normal traffic!

Simulation of DoS attack!

Simulation of DDoS Attack!
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